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Abstract

We present an approach to social reasoning that integrates prior work on norms and obligations with the BDI approach to agent architectures. Norms and obligations can be used to increase the efficiency of agent reasoning, and their explicit representation supports reasoning about a wide range of behaviour types in a single framework. We propose a modified BDI interpreter loop that takes norms and obligations into account in an agent’s deliberation.

1 Introduction

Many researchers have argued that in the design of multi-agent systems, to support rich collaborative behaviour it is essential to provide individual agents with various forms of social awareness. Technical concepts related to notions of social awareness that have been considered include: joint and shared plans [8, 13, 18], conventions and social responsibility [10, 11], social commitment [2] social laws [16], spheres of commitment [17], reasoning with obligations [1], etcetera. In this paper we present a new approach to social reasoning which integrates prior work on norms and obligations [3, 5, 20] with the now standard BDI approach to agent architectures [14].

In the BDI approach, the behaviour of an individual agent is shaped by the agent’s state of knowledge about the environment (beliefs), the states of the world it seeks to bring about (goals), and the execution of pre-programmed (partial) plans that have been designed to bring about certain world states, in pre-specified circumstances. The plans selected by the agent for execution at any one time are referred to as intentions. Employing the BDI approach in multi-agent systems involves extending the agent’s representation capability to support reasoning explicitly about the beliefs, goals, and perhaps intentions of other agents in the system.

The BDI approach has proved valuable for the design of agents that operate in a dynamic environment, and that operate flexibly and appropriately to changing circumstance despite incomplete information about the state of the world and other agents in it. The basic BDI deliberation cycle provides for a spectrum of behaviours ranging from purely deliberative, to highly reactive, depending on the structure of the plans provided, and on decisions such as how often to take account of changes in the environment while executing plans. A strength of the BDI approach is the opportunity for agent designers to build agents of different behaviours along
this spectrum within a single agent architecture. Here, we take steps towards enhancing the flexibility of the reasoning by incorporating social influences, expressed in terms of norms and obligations, allowing a rich spectrum of social behaviours to be described in a single framework.

We propose that both norms and obligations should be explicitly used as influences on an agent’s behaviour. Norms, as present in human societies, assist in standardising the behaviour of individuals, making it easier to cooperate and/or interact within that society. The same holds for agent societies. Because agents in the society are designed so they tend to follow norms, knowledge of the norms allows for easier coordination, as certain behaviours of others can be anticipated, with some degree of reliability. Obligations\(^1\), on the other hand, are associated with specific enforcement strategies which involve punishment of violators. In that sense, obligations are explicit tools to influence the behaviour of other (autonomous) agents and provide some stability and reliability in the interactions of agents, while allowing some flexibility. They provide a level of “freedom of choice” with explicit consequences on those choices. The main reason to make this distinction is that norms and obligations influence the behaviour of agents in a different way, as discussed further below.

A key part of our argument is that it is essential to allow explicit reasoning about norms and obligations. There are two reasons not to have norms and obligations hardwired into the agents. First, circumstances might change, which makes norms obsolete or suggests modified norms. A second reason not to hardwire the norm into the agents is if they interact with agents from other systems that follow different norms, explicit representation of norms and obligations can support appropriate, more flexible, reasoning.

The deliberative process of a standard BDI agent involves successively monitoring the incoming event stream, identifying changes in the environment to be responded to, generating goals, selecting (one or more) goals to pursue as intentions, and commencing/continuing execution of adopted plans, while monitoring. This abstract account of the deliberation cycle is of course silent on how the agent should identify urgent or important goals ahead of others, and implemented systems employ various strategies of numerical weightings, utilities, preference orderings, or other forms of meta-level reasoning to support the selection process. Here we propose the introduction of norms and obligations to support the socially motivated deliberation process of the agent. The socially sophisticated agents we deal with have explicit knowledge about the enacted norms in a multi-agent environment and make choices whether or not to obey norms, and how to weigh up the impact of punishments for obligation violation in specific cases.

---

\(^1\)We acknowledge that there are several types of obligations, but this distinction is not important for the present paper.

How do norms influence the behaviour of the agent? Note that norms cannot be incorporated as a simple filter on the possible goals of an agent. For in that case the agent would always obey the norms (if feasible), whereas we want the decision to obey the norm to be a motivated “conscious” decision. So the architecture should allow for some facility for reasoning about applying the norms and subsequent combination of the result with obligations and with the goals of the agent. The combination of norms, obligations and goals will determine the actual behaviour of the agent. Similarly, we cannot say that a norm implies an intention, but on the other hand the existence of a norm can influence the intentions of the agents. Reasons for not generating an intention from a norm which is applicable to the current situation include that the norm conflicts with other norms or obligations, or conflicts with existing intentions. For example, it may be a norm in an academic organisation to attend the weekly seminars, but today that may conflict with an obligation to make a telephone call at the same time as the seminar.

Taking such matters into account adds some complexity to agent reasoning. In brief, to accommodate the influences of applicable norms and obligations, we add extra steps in the basic deliberation cycle involving a notion of deontic events, as discussed in section 3. Of course the question arises as to how the various types of conflicts mentioned above can be identified and resolved. In this paper we do not offer a complete solution, but propose an approach based around different orderings.

Formally, we represent obligations and norms using a preference-based dyadic deontic logic. Prohairetic Deontic Logic (PDL)\(^2\). The standard Kripke models of PDL include a binary accessibility relation that is interpreted as a preference ordering over possible worlds. We allow multiple such preference orderings, to support different types of obligations and norms and admitting conflicting norms and obligations. For obligations, the preference ordering is related to “penalties” imposed for violation. For norms, the preference ordering is related to the “social benefit” attached to different worlds.

Obligations and norms are an important tool to “glue” autonomous agents together in a multi-agent system. Obligations restrict autonomy and norms make coordination more efficient. We are interested in describing how these external social relations of the agents influence the behaviour of the agents, specifically: how do intentions arise from norms and obligations? In the rest of this paper we will try to answer this question. In the following section we will give a formal description of norms and obligations and give a sketch of a semantics that shows links between these concepts and actions of agents. In section 3, we give an agent architecture that incorporates these social influences, including how the external influences are mapped on the in-
ternal decision mechanism of the agent. In section 3.1 we present an illustrative example in which agent behaviour is influenced by norms and obligations. In section 4 we give some conclusions and directions for future research.

2 Semantics of Norms and Obligations

We are interested in exploring the social level of agent behaviour, c.f. [6], and although this paper focuses on norms and obligations, many related notions such as commitment and authority are important for a full understanding of social behaviour, e.g. [2, 7, 10]. In a sense, obligations are easier to reason with than norms, because they have explicit punishments related to their violation, whereas the impact of failing to adhere to a norm can only be determined by considering a broader (and possibly longer term) impact of indirect consequences—a kind of ‘second order’ effect.

In order to make the distinction between norms and obligations clearer, we present an example drawn from human societies.

Suppose that in a particular organisation, all employees start work at 9 am. If this situation is a consequence of the fact that most employees first take their children to school and then come to work it is nothing more than a fact. However, it may be that it is a standard within that organisation to come to work at 9:00. Once it is seen as a standard or norm, that is in itself a reason to start work at 9:00. So, also when the children have holidays the employees will still start work at 9:00. In this case, the fact that employees start work at 9:00 am does not only have a statistical significance, it also has a social significance. In general a norm is a specific behaviour that is seen as being beneficial for the group to which a person (agent) belongs, to follow. In our example it is easier to plan meetings if it is known that employees generally start at 9:00. An important point is that, although employees know of the norm to start at 9:00, they comply to the norm of their own free will. There is no retribution if they do not comply to the norm (at least not in a direct way). Only repeated and large deviations of the norm will have consequences. For example, if many people arrive repeatedly at 8:00 am (because otherwise they cannot finish their tasks) the norm will change. If one person always arrives at 10:00 am only he/she will slowly become an “outcast” of the organisation. In practice this means that the person may have less status or his/her preferences may not be taken into account when meetings are planned.

On the other hand, if an organisation makes it a rule of conduct for its employees to start work at 9 am, then arrival at this time is an obligation. In this case there will be some direct punishment whenever this rule is violated. The punishment is usually specified together with the obligation. For example, being late more than three times (without good reason) means a cut in salary of one hour (or more) in that week.

From a utilitarian point of view one might argue that an obligation will be followed whenever the probability of getting caught while violating the obligation times the size of the punishment is higher than the expected cost of adhering to the obligation. However, this is usually not the (only) reason to adhere to an obligation! In what usually is known as a “decent” society there seems to be a norm(!) to adhere to obligations whenever possible (or applicable/reasonable). This creates another incentive to fulfil the obligation. Several cases can be distinguished now. An agent might accept that an obligation exists, but does not comply to the norm that obligations should be fulfilled. Therefore it does not fulfil the obligation for this reason. However, it might still fulfil the obligation, because the costs of violating it are too high. This distinction does not exist for norms. An agent can decide to either adopt a norm or not, but it will make the decision based solely on the benefits it sees in adopting the norm.

2.1 Formal semantics

The formal semantics of obligations (and norms) is based on Prohairetic Deontic Logic (PDL) [20]. PDL is a logic of dyadic obligation defined axiomatically in terms of a monadic modal preference logic. Only dyadic obligation is defined, i.e., all obligations are conditional, $O(p|q)$, however unconditional obligation can be represented using a tautology for the condition, $O(p) = O(p|q \lor \neg q)$. PDL allows the representation of contrary-to-duty obligations (obligations that hold in in sub-ideal circumstances) without contradiction, yet true deontic conflicts (conflicting obligations) imply inconsistency.

We extend PDL to allow for multiple modalities to denote norms and obligations from different “sources”. Norms for different societies are distinguished, as are obligations to different individuals or within different organisational contexts. We take the view that obligations from the same source must be consistent, but it is allowable for obligations from two different sources to conflict. You can’t simultaneously have two obligations to Bill: one to achieve $p$ and the other to achieve $\neg p$. However you can have an obligation to Bill to achieve $p$ and an obligation to Chris to achieve $\neg p$:

- $N^z(p|q)$ – it is a norm of the society or organisation $z$ that $p$ should be true when $q$ is true.
- $O^z_{ab}(p|q)$ – when $q$ is true, individual $a$ is obliged to $b$ that $p$ should be true. $z$ is the organisation/society that is responsible for enforcing the penalty.

The semantics of each modality is based on a preference ordering over worlds, unique to the modality, and an equiva-
lence relation, POS, common to all modalities, that is used to interpret “possibility”.

The preference ordering of norms is based on a preference of social benefit of a situation, while the preference ordering of obligation is based on the punishment when violating the obligation. For each society, \( x \), each state, \( w \), has a social worth, \( SW(w, x) \), that defines the preference ordering for the operator \( N^x \). In the same way for each state, \( w \), there is a value of that world for an individual \( a \), with respect to its relation to individual \( b \) and society \( x \): \( PW(w, a, b, x) \). This value can be seen as the cost of the punishment in case a does not fulfil its obligation towards \( b \) and defines the preference ordering for the operator \( O^x_{a,b} \).

We now follow [20] for describing a preference semantics of the conditional norms and obligations. Refer to [20] for an extensive explanation of the choice of operators, which might not always be obvious.

Start with three sets of monadic modal operators \( \Box, \square^N, \) and \( \square^O_{a,b} \). The formula \( \Box p \) can be read as “\( p \) is true in all possible worlds” defined in terms of the access condition, POS, which is required to satisfy the minimal constraints below. The formula \( \square^N p \) can be read as “\( p \) is true in all worlds that are preferred according to the norms of society \( x \)”. The formula \( \square^O_{a,b} p \) can be read as “\( p \) is true in all worlds that are preferred according to the obligations of \( a \) towards \( b \) with respect of society \( x \)”. As usual \( \Diamond p \equiv \Box \neg \neg p \).

\[
M, w \models \Box p \text{ iff } \forall w' \in W \text{ if } POS(w, w') \text{ then } M, w' \models p \\
M, w \models \square^N p \text{ iff } \forall w' \in W \text{ if } SW(w, x) \leq SW(w', x), \text{ then } M, w' \models p \\
M, w \models \square^O_{a,b} p \text{ iff } \forall w' \in W \\
\text{ if } PW(w', a, b, x) \leq PW(w, a, b, x), \text{ then } M, w' \models p
\]

The \( \square^N \) and \( \square^O_{a,b} \) are S4 modalities, while the \( \Box \) is an S5 modality. Assume that if \( SW(w, x) \leq SW(w', x) \) or \( PW(w', a, b, x) \leq PW(w, a, b, x) \) then also \( POS(w, w') \).

From the monadic operators \( \Box^N_{a,b} \) and \( \square^O_{a,b} \), define binary “betterness” relations for the norms and obligations:
\[
p >^N q \text{ states that } \text{ “} p \text{ is preferred according to the norms of society } x \text{ to } q’ \text{. More precisely, it holds in a world } w \text{ if for all possible worlds } w_1 \text{ where } p \wedge \neg q, \text{ and } w_2 \text{ where } \neg p \wedge q, \text{ } w_2 \text{ is not preferred to } w_1 \text{. Introduce } >^N_{a,b} \text{ similarly.}
\]

\[
p >^N q \equiv \Box((p \wedge \neg q) \rightarrow \square^N_{a,b}(q \wedge \neg p)) \\
p >^O_{a,b} q \equiv \Box((p \wedge \neg q) \rightarrow \square^O_{a,b}(q \wedge \neg p))
\]

Also from the monadic operators, define \( Id^N_{a,b}(p|q) \) and \( Id^O_{a,b}(p|q) \). [We use the non standard notation \( Id \) rather than \( I \) to avoid later confusion with intentions.] These state that of all the worlds that are possible from the current world, (i) in all the maximally preferred (ideal) worlds where \( q \) holds, \( p \) also holds, and (ii) in all infinite chains of increasingly preferred worlds, \( p \) eventually holds:

\[
Id^N_{a,b}(p|q) \equiv \Box((q \wedge \square^N_{a,b}(q \rightarrow p))) \\
Id^O_{a,b}(p|q) \equiv \Box((q \rightarrow \square^O_{a,b}(q \wedge \square^O_{a,b}(q \rightarrow p)))
\]

Finally, define a norm, \( N^x(p|q) \), or obligation, \( O^x_{a,b}(p|q) \), to be that not only is \( p \wedge q \) preferred to \( \neg p \wedge q \) but also the preferred (or ideal) \( q \)-worlds all satisfy \( p \).

\[
N^x(p|q) \equiv ((p \wedge q) >^N (\neg p \wedge q)) \wedge Id^N_{a,b}(p|q) \\
O^x_{a,b}(p|q) \equiv ((p \wedge q) >^O_{a,b} (\neg p \wedge q)) \wedge Id^O_{a,b}(p|q)
\]

3 Agent Architecture

We now explore the influences of social obligations and norms on the deliberation process of a BDI agent.

We review the abstract architecture for an isolated (non-social) BDI agent. Following [14], we can view a BDI agent as having dynamic data structures corresponding to the agent’s belief, desires, and intentions, together with an event queue that keeps track of events that the agent is to respond to. Events are generated by information coming from outside the agent (external events), changes in the state of the agent, such as belief changes (internal events), and the execution of subgoals (goal events). Encoding possible ways of responding to these events is a set of plans, \( \{plan(\phi, \psi, \beta, \ldots)\} \), where each plan consists of: an invocation condition, \( \phi \), which is the event that the plan responds to, a context condition, \( \psi \), stating conditions under which to use the plan, and a body, \( \beta \), that specifies a sequence of actions or subgoals to achieve. The main interpreter loop is essentially as follows:

BDI-interpreter
initialize-state();
repeat
selected-events := event-selector(event-queue);
plan-options := option-generator(selected-events);
selected-plan-options := deliberate(plan-options);
update-intentions(selected-plan-options);
execute();
get-new-external-events();
drop-successful-attitudes();
drop-impossible-attitudes();
end repeat

The plan-options are alternative plans to execute. In systems such as PRS and dMARS, the event-selector selects a single event from the event queue. The option generator enumerates all plans with that event as the triggering condition and with a context condition that is believed true. The deliberation to select which plan to use is based on meta-plans or hardwired strategies (for efficiency).
What impact does the existence of norms and obligations have on this model? We will concentrate on the intention generation rather than the intention execution aspects of the problem.

Firstly, we need to be able to reason about norms and obligations, so we will include explicit representations of norms and obligations. In a dynamic society, these norms and obligations may change. As well, an agent may have an incomplete or incorrect understanding of the norms and obligations that apply to itself and others. Thus norms and obligations can be considered a form of beliefs. However, in this paper we will not deal with the issues involved in communicating and updating norms and obligations, and will assume that the norms and obligations are fixed in advance.

We introduce a new sub-class of internal events, deontic events, corresponding to the immediate applicability of norms and obligations. For example, if the agent $A$ has a conditional obligation to $B$, $O^A_{AB}(\phi|\psi)$, and the precondition $\psi$ becomes true, then a deontic event $O^A_B(\phi)$ is posted on the event queue of $A$. The deontic events are generated from changes in the norms, obligations, and beliefs of an agent.

To respond to these deontic events, each agent has plans whose invocation condition are deontic events such as $O^A_x(\phi)$. For example, Suppose our agent desires to follow obligations (and norms) whenever they are applicable. An obvious plan would be one with invocation condition $O^A_x(\phi)$ and a body to achieve $\phi$.

There are various reasons why an agent might not automatically follow a norm or obligation:

- the precondition is not satisfied, so the norm is not applicable;
- the precondition is satisfied, so the norm is applicable, but the agent has not adopted the norm (not dealt with in this paper);
- the norm is applicable and adopted but:
  - conflicts with other norms or obligations; or
  - conflicts with existing intentions;
- the norm is applicable and adopted, but the agent reasons that the norm does not achieve its original intention and in fact makes matters worse in this case (not dealt with in this paper).

Note that the existence of a norm or obligation may not just lead to adopting a plan to satisfy that norm or obligation. For example, an unscrupulous agent might respond to a particularly burdensome obligation by adopting a plan to evade rather than meet the obligation, say by leaving the country.

Some norms and obligations deal directly with the intentions of the agent. For example, suppose $A$ has an obligation to perform a task for $B$ (with respect to organisation $Z$) – $A$ may or may not intend to meet his obligation, but he also has a norm that he should tell $B$ if he does not intend to meet his obligation. This norm deals not with external properties of the world, but with $A$’s internal state. This means that the agent needs to be able to explicitly represent its intentions within its representation of norms and obligations, and that such intentions are part of any language used for communication of norms and obligations between agents.

Let us represent the fact that the agent intends to satisfy an obligation, $O^A_B(\phi)$, by $I(\phi)$. If $\tau_B$ represents telling $B$ about meeting the obligation, then the introspective norm would be written as $N^2(\tau_B|O^A_B(\phi) \land \neg I(\phi))$.

The existence of these introspective norms and obligations leads to further complications. Consider $A$’s obligations above, until he actually commits to not meeting his obligation to $B$, the need to tell $B$ does not exist, yet the potential for it may have a significant impact on his decision on whether to do the task for $B$. For example, imagine that the task itself is trivial (i.e., the direct consequences of not doing the task are small), but the social consequences of not informing $B$ are very high (e.g., $A$ is perceived as unreliable). If for some reason $A$ is not able to inform $B$, then the existence of the norm should affect his decision on whether to intend to fulfill his obligation.

Consider an iterative approach, where $A$ decides not to do the task in one cycle of the interpreter loop and then only when the norm actually becomes applicable on the next cycle does he consider the consequences. $A$ must either live with the consequences of the decision or try to undo his commitment – neither being pleasant options!

Instead, we introduce potential deontic events. These are events that may also exist, depending upon what plan-options are chosen in the deliberation step. The option-generator thus needs to take some set of events from the event queue to react to and then add in all the potential deontic events that exist, by virtue of these introspective norms and obligations:

Thus we have an additional step in the interpreter loop, where the selected events are augmented with potential deontic events generated by repeatedly applying the introspective norms and obligations. We will handle the constraints between obligations in the option-generator step, rather than the deliberation step. Thus the plan-options in the modified interpreter loop are possible sets of plans to intend simultaneously. The deliberation step then selects between these sets of plans on the basis of the preferences.
modified BDI-interpreter
initialize-state();
repeat
  selected-events := event-selector(event-queue);
  augmented-events := potential-event-closure(selected-events)
  plan-options :=
    option-generator(augmented-events);
  selected-plan-options := deliberate(plan-options);
  update-intentions(selected-plan-options);
  execute();
  get-new-external-events();
  drop-successful-attitudes();
  drop-impossible-attitudes();
end repeat

In the generation of intentions in the modified interpreter loop, there are two places where choices are made: event-selector and deliberate. The “event-selector” choice selects some subset of “most important” events, and the “deliberate” choice determines which of the alternative courses of action should be used to respond to these events.

We would expect a socially responsible agent to make decisions consistent with the externally defined orderings over the norm and obligations, e.g. [4].

Let us consider the example of an information-gathering agent, Al, servicing requests from other agents in an organisation, z. Al has agreed to provide services to Bob, his boss, and Chris, a co-worker. The contractual obligation is expressed by two obligation expressions, Al is obliged to Bob to achieve ψB when ψB and Al is obliged to Chris to achieve ψC when ψC: OAB(ψB|ψB) and OAC(ψC|ψC). Given Bob is Al’s boss, and Chris is Al’s co-worker, there is a ordering over the obligations, with Al’s obligations to his boss being more important than those to his co-worker, OAB(ψB|ψB) > OAC(ψC|ψC). Suppose both of these obligations became applicable at the same time and they turned out to be incompatible. For Al to be socially responsible, it would have to fulfil its obligation to Bob at the expense of the obligation to Chris (assuming no other influences).

Note that there may be other factors that allow Al to over-ride this ordering over its obligations. For example, it may be a norm of an organisation that you do not overburden colleagues undergoing severe personal stress. This may be partly interpreted as a norm that says you meet your obligations to such individuals: N+(ϕ[Oϕ(ϕ) ∧ stressed(x)]). If Chris is under personal stress, then it is possible for Al to fulfil its obligation to Chris at the expense of fulfilling its obligation to Bob, and still be a socially responsible agent.

Within the constraints imposed on a socially responsible agent by the ordering over norms and obligations, there is flexibility, since the ordering is only partial. There may be no objective comparison between certain norms and obligations, especially those referring to different societies or organisations. For example, if Al had an obligation to Chris by virtue of something other than the relationship through organisation z, say a family relationship, then it might not be so easy to compare the obligations. This means that different agents are allowed to make different decisions, based on a “subjective” preference between otherwise unordered norms and obligations. This can be perceived as part of the different “personalities” of different agents.

The deliberation step needs to choose between the various plan-options. The orderings over norms and obligations described in Section 2 can be used to assist with the deliberation. However, the different orderings for different societies or organisations are not necessarily comparable in any objective way. An agent can “subjectively” reduce the different orderings to a single (possibly partial) order over all the norms and obligations. Different agents may value the same norms and obligations differently and these differences can be viewed as “personality” traits of the agents.

For example, c.f. [9], explicit consideration of interactions between an agent’s norm following behaviour and its approach to managing goal and intention conflicts, allows the characterisation of different ‘personalities’ of agents within this single framework. For example, a “legalistic” agent might rate all obligations more highly than its norm, whereas a “social conformist” agent might rate norms more highly than obligations.

3.1 Discussion

Let us further consider the above example of Al, Bob, and Chris.

Within agent Al there are representations of the two obligation expressions that can lead to the generation of two deontic events, OAB(ϕB) and OAC(ϕC). To respond to these events, the agent has plans, plan(OAB(ϕB), ψB, βB) and plan(OAC(ϕC), ψC, βC).

Suppose a condition ψ occurs where ψ → ψB ∧ ψC ∧ ψB ∧ ψC, and where ψ makes it impossible to achieve both ψB and ψC. ψ → ¬(ϕB ∧ ϕC). This condition causes the events OAB(ϕB) and OAC(ϕC) to be added to the event-queue. Let us suppose that these events are the only events now in the event queue.

The first step inside the loop is to select events to deal with. We can either choose one event, and deal with the other and the incompatibility of the two responses in the next cycle, or we can choose to look at both events.

If we choose only one event, the existence of the ordering over the two obligations (and an assumption that Al is socially responsible) requires Al to consider the more important obligation, the one to Bob, first. We would then deal with the other event and the incompatibility of the responding to both in the next cycle.
Let us assume we choose both events. There are no introspective norms and obligations to worry about, so no potential deontic events need be added during the potential-event-closure step.

The option-generator step takes into consideration the incompatibility of the two obligations, and generates the following three plan-options (using the body of the plan to stand for the plan itself): \( \{\beta_B\} \), \( \{\beta_C\} \), and \( \{\} \) (i.e., doing nothing is also an option). In the deliberation step, the ordering on the obligations is taken into consideration, and \( \{\beta_B\} \) is selected.

Now let us consider what happens if we add in an introspective norm that states that if you are obliged to do a task for someone, \( x \), and don’t intend it, then you should ensure that they are told. \( \tau_2: N^2(\tau_2 | O^E_2(\phi) \land \neg I(\phi)) \). We also need a plan \( plan(\tau_2, true, doTell_x) \).

The event-selector generates the same set of events as before, \( \{O_B(\phi_B), O_C(\phi_C)\} \). At the potential-event-closure step, we need to add in the potential deontic events \( N^2(\tau_B) \) and \( N^2(\tau_C) \).

The option generator now generates the following set of options. Note that plans reacting to the potential deontic events are only considered when the norm is relevant:

- \( \{\beta_B, doTell_C\} \) – achieve \( \phi_B \) and inform Chris
- \( \{\beta_B\} \) – achieve \( \phi_B \) and don’t inform Chris
- \( \{\beta_C, doTell_B\} \) – achieve \( \phi_C \) and inform Bob
- \( \{\beta_C\} \) – achieve \( \phi_C \) and don’t inform Bob
- \( \{doTell_B, doTell_C\} \) – achieve nothing and tell Bob and Chris
- \( \{doTell_B\} \) – achieve nothing and tell Bob
- \( \{doTell_C\} \) – achieve nothing and tell Chris
- \( \{\} \) – achieve nothing and tell nobody

In the absence of any other influences, a socially responsible agent would select \( \{\beta_B, doTell_C\} \) at the deliberation step. In the presence of the belief \( stressed(C) \) and a norm \( N^2(\phi | O^E_2(\phi) \land stressed(x)) \) that is not objectively comparable to the other norm and obligations, it is possible for AI to select either \( \{\beta_B, doTell_C\} \) or \( \{\beta_C, doTell_B\} \), depending upon AI’s subjective preferences.

### 4 Concluding remarks

For simplicity, in this paper we have only dealt with the external influence on an agent – the social norms and obligations imposed from the outside. Also relevant to the behaviour of autonomous agents are the internal driving forces: the long-term intrinsic goals of the agent that represent the agent’s “personal desires” independent of what society says the agent ought to do. The goals of the agent may be at odds with the agent’s norms and obligations (indeed, the explicit punishment for violation of obligations can be seen as a way of countering the opposing influence of the agent’s personal desires).

The intrinsic goals of an agent can be incorporated into the framework described above in a manner similar to norms and obligations.

- A goal \( G(\phi|\psi) \) represents a personal desire that \( \phi \) be true whenever \( \psi \) holds (as in the case of norms and obligations, unconditional goals can be represented using a tautology for the condition).
- Within the interpreter loop we introduce goal events \( G(\phi) \) in to the event queue whenever the precondition \( \psi \) of a goal \( G(\phi|\psi) \) holds.
- When making choices within the interpreter loop, the intrinsic goals have to be balanced against the norms and obligations, just as the norms and obligations need to be balanced against one another.
- Semantically, goals are treated as another form of modal operator with new preference relations. Whereas the preference relations for norms reflect “social benefit” and the preference relations for obligations reflect penalties for violation, the preference relations for goals reflect a measure of personal utility for the agent.

In this context we can consider new types of “personality” based on the relative importance attached to goals, norms, and obligations: “selfish” – intrinsic goals are rated more highly than norms or obligations; “survivalist” – goals related to the continued existence of the agent are rated more highly than any other influences; “indolent” – the agent has a goal to expend as little effort as possible, even in the face of quite strong norms and obligations.

Our architecture is different from that of agents that make decisions among different behavioural alternatives on the basis of utility and probability, e.g. \([11, 15]\). Such agents are autonomous since they are self- interested. However, this type of agent usually has two problems. First they have a fixed social attitude, i.e. they are either selfish or altruistic or something in between. They cannot change from being altruistic into selfish after being cheated by an agent or differentiate their behaviour with respect to different agents. Another problem is that the influence of the norms is fixed by a static utility function. The consequence is that the agent cannot (easily) take a norm into account in different ways according to the circumstances. E.g. a norm...
not to delete files might be easily violated when the file is known to contain a virus.

A strong motivation for our work is to find a framework for building agents that can exhibit a wide range of collaborative behaviours [7], which may include tightly coordinated teamwork, e.g. [18], or could just involve the exploitation of a variety of more flexible social behaviours [2]. In this context, obligations include support for efficient execution of joint plans [8, 18], and for characterising certain forms of social commitment [4]. They provide additional stability to joint plans in that once the parties have agreed on a plan, the adoption of obligations makes it less likely that one member of the team will suddenly decide not to play its part – there is an additional penalty on the team member beyond just the failure of the original goal, which the member may no longer see as important. Equally important in this larger context is the consideration of obligations that arise from an agent’s position in society, in particular taking into account various forms of power or dependence relationships – there is an additional penalty on the team member beyond just the failure of the original goal, which the member may no longer see as important. Equally important in this larger context is the consideration of obligations that arise from an agent’s position in society, in particular taking into account various forms of power or dependence relationships and ability to delegate. Such arrangements are often used to describe organisational structures, e.g. [19]. In future work we plan to deal carefully with such issues, as has begun to be illustrated in the example above (Section 3.1).

The framework presented in this paper is complementary to that of [3], where an approach to modelling normative reasoning is presented within the DESIRE framework. In this paper, we focus, in effect, on the process of generating (candidate) intentions, in the context of extending a standard BDI architecture to accommodate norms and also obligations. Future work will address more fully the development of appropriate semantics, leading (we hope) to a theory which will support reasoning about the respective preference relationships, and characterisations of properties of the orderings which should be respected by the various selection functions which are embedded in the extended BDI interpreter. In addition to this theoretical perspective, we will seek to contribute in the area of social simulations, e.g. [12], exploring, for example, issues to do with the interactions between agents of different personalities, and societies of different normative structures.
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